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Abstract
This paper presents a novel GPU-based algorithm for smoke animation. Our primary contribution is the use of Discrete Cosine
Transform (DCT) compressed space for efficient simulation. We show that our method runs an order of magnitude faster than
a CPU implementation while retaining visual details with a smaller memory usage. The key component of our method is an
on-the-fly compression and expansion of velocity, pressure and density fields. Whenever these physical quantities are requested
during a simulation, we perform data expansion and compression only where necessary in a loop. As a consequence, our
simulation allows us to simulate a large domain without actually allocating full memory space for it. We show that albeit our
method comes with some extra cost for DCT manipulations, such cost can be minimized with the aid of a devised shared memory
usage.
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1. Introduction

memory footprints for all the steps in the simulation. Overall, our
contribution is summarized as follows.

Smoke simulation has been the mainstream for simulation of fluid
for a couple of decades, and yet it still remains the long-standing
problem due to the hefty memory consumption and a long duration
of run-time. It is worth noting that smoke is relatively blurry in
terms of flow and density field, unlike sharp interfaces of liquid.
This suggests that smoke can be efficiently encoded with the basis
functions that are spatially smooth. We exploit this property and
propose a new fluid simulation method where physical quantities
such as pressure, density and velocity are all represented by the
linear combination of DCT basis functions.

• DCT-based smoke simulation on the GPU that runs an order of
magnitude faster than the CPU implementation without DCT.
• On-the-fly compression and expansion of the DCT space.
• Reduced DCT basis functions that retain visual details and consume less memory.
• Our method requires a small incremental effort to implement on
top of an existing fluid simulation framework.

Although the choice of DCT seems reasonable, in order to further utilize the nature of DCT, we show that only using 1/8 basis functions (essentially, clamping high-frequency bands) allows
us to preserve visual details while reducing the actual memory
storage needed. This provides us with a potential to simulate a
large-scale domain that is not possible with a full smoke simulation without DCT due to limited GPU memory resources. In our
approach, we follow the traditional splitting approach for solving
smoke [Sta99, FSJ01]. The only difference from the previous approaches is the way the loop is handled. More specifically, when
looping over cells of a physical quantity, we choose to loop per
DCT block. When looping over a DCT block, we temporarily expand the block from the DCT space to the full space and perform
a manipulation (e.g., the Laplacian operation) over the cells within
the block. Once the manipulation is done, we compress the block
back to the DCT space again. This way, we only need to compress/uncompress one block at a time, and thereby we enable small
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1.1. Problem Statement
We find that modern GPUs offer high performance in parallel processing, which is suitable for fluid simulation. On the other hand,
GPUs often come with limited resources in memory, which hinders
memory intensive simulations. Our method is the first to provide
a system that enables a GPU simulation of smoke that runs on a
compressed memory space. More specifically, we demonstrate that
our approach runs more than a magnitude faster than a CPU implementation without DCT while the memory consumption is greatly
reduced by the use of our novel DCT compression.
2. Related Work
The field of smoke simulation has flourished since the seminal work
of Stam [Sta99]. Later, the staggered grid was popularized by Fedkiew et al. [FSJ01] for discretizing the velocity field. We refer interested readers to the book by Bridson [Bri08] for a comprehensive
overview of fluid simulation. Since the literature of efficient smoke
simulation is vast, we only summarize relevant works below.

